**Question 1**
Can a single organization apply, like if we apply alone?

**Answer:**
Yes, a single organization can apply as long as it fulfilled all the requirements by itself.

**Question 2**
In connection to geographic target, for instance if we select Afar for the intervention, can we select one zone, either Zone 1 or Zone 3?

**Answer:**
No, to ensure efficient coordination of activities at least an organization should work on one region as some similar activities needs to be executed in different Zones of same region as Working at a zonal level may result in overlapping efforts and inefficiencies.

**Question 3**
A limit on the number of papers to be submitted which is 5, with this we would like to know specific information we have to submit with respect to the works specified.

**Answer:**
The 5-page limit is for the EOI application document only. As stated in the advertisement, additional annexes and supporting documents are not included in this page limit requirement. And you can attach as many documents as necessary to support your application.

**Question 4**
Do we need to work on all 3 IR? Can we select 1 or 2 among them by maintaining IR CC?

**Answer:**
The A&R activities are specific and limited only to IR1. The construction design activities are limited to IR1.